Hi there, I’m Mark!
As Sr. Game Designer I combine my creative drive with my
technical background to craft unique experiences, ensuring
our players are rewarded with fun and challenging gameplay.

That’s me,
f
testing one o
my games!

For the past 11 years...
I’ve worked on many different pitches and award-winning projects,
ranging from small-scale, cross-platform games all the way to
full-blown installations and AAA title VR games.
Now let’s take a look at some of my proudest projects!

Freezing Point VR
2020

The Project
To highlight the strength our company has in VR, we created a
vertical slice. The player has to stop an insurrectionist group from
launching a nuclear missile by making their way into the enemy’s
mountain base, navigate through diﬃcult terrain and battle a
multitude of trigger-happy enemies.

My role
I took responsibility for multiple facets of the game’s design in
this project, taking ownership of both the exotic navigation
as well as combat systems. I spearheaded the design of the
climbing and zero-g sections of the game and orchestrated
the ﬂow of the combat components.

AT&T: The Batman Experience
2019 - AT&T

The Project
To celebrate Batman’s 80th anniversary, AT&T stole the show at
Comic-Con with The Batman Experience: an interactive exhibition
featuring the coolest activations to ever hit the Batman universe.
We allowed visitors to take a skydive through VR, punch villains on
an interactive punching bag and just chill out and play some of
Batman’s most iconic games created in the past 3 decades.

My role
I was part of the creative leadership from start to ﬁnish. My main
focus was on the VR experience, where I pitched the idea to the
client and created its storyline. I then prototyped various
approaches to realise this experience, after which I oversaw all the
visual implementation for each of the 3 activations.
Click here to
watch the VR experience

Tom Clancy’s Jack Ryan Experience
2018 - Amazon Prime Video

The Project
This innovative introduction became the most talked about
activation at Comic-Con 2018 as we allowed players to freely
navigate an open space in VR. During this experience they rappel
out of a helicopter, shoot a physical gun, zipline through
explosions and drive a car in a high-octane chase through a
war-infested town in Yemen, without ever taking off their headset.

My role
I created the level design and enemy behaviour, as well as helped
with on-site development and implemented all the hardware and
backend integrations. Additionally, I designed and implemented
the visual cue system for our real-world actors to understand
what the players see.

Click here to watch the PR reel

Nike React’s Game Of Go
2018 - Wieden+Kennedy Portland and Nike

The Project
To celebrate the launch of the new Nike React shoes, we gave
people the ability to virtually compete against one another with
a game that used sensors and a treadmill to render runners
on massive LED screens in the middle of Los Angeles.
A technological tour de force, attracting press across the nation.

My role
After concepting and prototyping the gameplay, I programmed
everything the user would see on their screen (ﬂow, gameplay, UI)
and owned the level design. On-site I helped with additional
development and integration between the game, treadmills and
immersive effects such as wind and light.

Click here to watch the case

KLM Jets
2015 - KLM Royal Dutch Airlines

The Project
Jets was an endless runner in which the player could ﬂy through
the iconic streets of New York and the memorable canals of
Amsterdam. It was inspired by other endless runners such as
Temple Run and Subway Surfer, but its multi-dimension gameplay
took the genre to a completely different level.

My role
Jets had already been released in the app stores, but wasn’t
running as we had hoped. For our New York update, I successfully
increased the ARPU by reimagining the entire monetization of the
game and tweaking the game design for higher player retention.
Additionally, as SCRUM Master, I led the team from deliverable to
deliverable, removing all roadblocks along the way.

Click here to view the trailer

SXPD
2014 - Little Chicken Game Company

The Project
SXPD is the world's ﬁrst true mix of a comic book and
action-packed game. Race into a black-and-white ﬁrst person
shooter, where you chase down enemies on a supercharged
bike. Available for both Android and iOS, this game hit the top of
paid apps within the ﬁrst few weeks after release.

My role
On this project I was the only developer for 4 years straight.
During the last few months, I completely rewrote all of the code,
starting from scratch again. I then designed and implemented
every feature; from world spawning to AI.
I was also in charge of the ﬁner details of the game design, truly
owning the complete process.

Click here to see the gameplay

Thank you.
There is still so much more I can show and explain
to you. But if this sparked your imagination or made
you excited to work together with me, don’t hesitate
to contact me via email or phone.
mark@pixelbolt.nl

http://www.pixelbolt.nl
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